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FOREWORD
Dear Readers,
At Lunaris Review, we hold the belief that although stardust are kindred of the
Sun and just as resplendent in brilliance, they never appear in her company. It is
this ideology that drives us further in our aim always to deliver fresh ingenious
works, unparalleled in comparison to every previous issue – works that bear the
signatures of adept and creative contributors from various geographical
settings.
Contained in this second issue are priceless pieces like “Coin” Tolulope Oke
considers as the most ‘disturbing’ to read; Michael Flynn’s “At last I, You”
Adedamola Adefolahan describes as ‘a blend of twists and turns in the maze of
metaphors’; “Emptiness” by Ajise Vincent, which Arhin Tsiwah professes ‘gave
birth to an African forgiving love-heart’. The staggering way in which these
works seem to explode and implode in symmetry rests majorly in the way they
commend themselves to us as a giant whole.
Given that we have gone up a few notches with this mélange of exquisite read,
we have decided to make your journey with us easier by adding few aces to
our sleeves. We had our website redesigned with a better interface; this should
allow easier access from any internet enabled device and smooth surfing of
contents. More so, we are happy to have on board an Art/Photography Editor,
Artist Carol Brown, whose vastness in the Creative Arts is sure to be of added
advantage.
Since as custodians of Art we are better positioned to enlighten one another, we
asked our various contributors – both for this issue and the previous, to submit
their takes (quotes) on certain themes that border on life. This is our way of
believing and sharing creativity in the togetherness knowledge requires. This is
the Lunaris Review way.
Do have a pleasant read.
Damilare Bello
Co-founding Editor, Lunaris Review
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What Surrounds You
“Why do you still wear his ring?” Lydia’s fiancé Danny asked her.
“I just like it.” She looked at the silver band with a tiny gold ball in the centre.
She wore it on the middle finger of her right hand. “I like rings.”
Sometimes Danny annoyed her with his questions. She lifted her left hand and
looked at the engagement ring he had given her. A simple gold band. A bit
thicker than she would have chosen but she liked how it matched the gold in the
other ring. She wore a third ring on her right pinky finger, a silver Egyptian
ankh.
“Jesus Lydia, it’s a wedding ring.”
“Not anymore, it’s just a piece of jewellery.”
***
A month before her divorce from Keith she visited a psychic. Lydia did not put
much stock in psychics, fortune-tellers, goddess cards or other divinations of the
future but she had won a free session simply by clicking ‘like’ on the psychic’s
blog page. The psychic was a friend of a friend and she figured what the heck.
The session was not at all what she expected. No crystal balls. No wrinkled old
woman wearing a turban with a jewel clasp in front. No beautiful gypsy girl.
A retired corporate lawyer, the psychic lived in a gated community on the city’s
edge. Small to medium-sized houses of beige stucco with red-tiled roofs. Not
the kind of house Lydia would have imagined either. The setting was a little like
the unsuccessful couples therapy she and Keith had gone to. A bedroom
converted to home office with two comfortable chairs. Lydia and the psychic sat
facing each other, a small coffee table between them. The psychic turned on a
recording machine. “I make a CD for my clients,” she said. “That way you can
go back and listen to the reading.” Then she asked Lydia to place her hands
over a deck of Tarot cards, move them around and let her energy seep into
them.
“Now choose one and turn it over.”
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Lydia turned over The Lovers, an angel draped in purple, the sun in the
background. A nude couple who looked like Adam and Eve stood below the
angel, while a snake coiled in a fruit tree. The card was upside down.
“This card represents your recent past,” the psychic said. “The Lovers can point
to a partnership, a sexual attraction, a passion or a duality inside of you,
ambivalence in some situation in your life.”
Lydia nodded.
“Are you involved with someone? Or more than a person maybe? A recent big
decision?”
“I’m getting a divorce.”
“The card’s reversed,” the psychic said. “For struggle.” She paused and looked
at Lydia, “He won’t go easily.”
***
Shortly after the divorce was finalised Keith started showing up at the house
they used to share and that Lydia still lived in. At random times, out of the blue.
She would hear the doorbell ring and he would be standing there.
“You remember that Mark Knofler CD?” he said the first time he came. “The one
he made solo after Dire Straits broke up, Golden Heart?”
“Yeah, sort of. Why?”
“I can’t find it. I was wondering if I left it here. It’s got that song Darling Pretty
on it.”
She did remember the song. He used to sing it all the time when they were first
married. Heal me with a smile, darling pretty. She promised she would look for
the CD.
The next time he came, he was looking for Steinbeck’s Travels with Charlie.
“Did I leave my copy here?”
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She recalled the dog-eared book by his side of the bed. He was always
reading her passages, about Steinbeck’s travels with his French poodle, Charlie.
“I don’t know. I’ll look when I get a chance.”
Another time it was a multi-coloured glass ball about an inch and a half in
diameter. In the sunlight, it radiated colours in a trippy vibrating motion. He had
bought it in Jerome when they stayed in that haunted motel on the hill
overlooking the Verde Valley.
He did not ask to come in, just stood at the door, appeared a bit disoriented.
At first, she thought he was high, but it was not that. His eyes were clearer than
she had seen for a long time. She never found any of the things he thought he
might have left at the house.
***
Lydia met Danny a few months after the divorce. They were engaged rather
quickly. It was mostly Danny’s idea. He liked things settled and secure, said he
wanted a formal commitment. Lydia was not sure what she wanted. Danny
rented out his condo and moved into her house. Keith’s ‘visits’ stopped. She had
mentioned one time to Danny about Keith knocking on the door looking for
various items he could not find.
“He doesn’t do it anymore.”
“Sounds like a stalker to me,” Danny had said.
Lydia thought for a minute about this. “No, he’s not a stalker. He’s harmless”
“Maybe,” Danny shrugged. “At least he quit doing it.”
Danny and Keith had never met one another but Lydia kept a photo of her and
Keith at the Grand Canyon on her bookshelf in the living room. She noticed that
Danny looked at it a lot. Eventually she put it in a drawer and replaced it with
one of Danny and her at some restaurant at the Borgada in Scottsdale. She
forgot the name of the restaurant. She had not liked it very much.
Another thing, the psychic had said was, “There’s a shadow around your heart.”
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Lydia envisioned a pinkish red thumping heart surrounded by dark clouds.
The psychic asked her to turn over a second card.
“This is what surrounds you,” she said.
Lydia turned over The Tower card. Like the Lovers, it was reversed. An upside
down tower with people falling from windows, plunging in terror to the ground
below. It made her think of those 9/11 photos of the World Trade Centre.
“What does this one mean?”
“Well,” the psychic hesitated. “Some consider it an ominous card, but that’s just
one interpretation. The Tower means change. This one is reversed, but it does
not necessarily mean a negative or frightening change. The Tower often follows
Death in the deck or vice versa.”
“That doesn’t sound good.”
“The card can be a metaphor.”
“For what?”
“Someone close falling away. A warning to not hold on too tightly.”
***
A couple of months after Danny moved in and Keith had stopped coming
around, Lydia noticed his red Toyota pickup parked at the corner of her block.
She could tell it was his because of the dent in the back bumper. She had
actually made the dent herself when she backed his truck into a fire hydrant
parallel parking downtown near Symphony Hall where they went for Dvorak’s
cello concerto conducted by someone Keith admired. Keith was nowhere in sight.
She did not tell Danny about the truck, not even when it started showing up
regularly. One afternoon, she walked by it and stopped. The engine was off
but she thought she heard music coming from inside. The windows were rolled
up, the sound faint. She put her ear to the glass and heard Mark Knofler singing
Darling Pretty. Carry me awhile Darling Pretty. Heal my aching heart and soul.
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“Keith,” she called and looked around her. “Damn it. What the hell are you
doing?”
Nothing. She stood by the truck and listened to the entire song. When it ended,
the music stopped.
The truck remained in the same spot for the rest of the week. And the week
after. She walked by it but never heard the music again. She thought the truck
probably violated that seventy-two hour rule about abandoned vehicles. She
called the cops and they said they could put a twenty-four hour warning on the
truck. If he did not move it they would have it towed. However, when they came
to her house, the truck was gone.
“Well, I guess it worked out okay,” the officer said.
She had not told him it was Keith’s truck, just a random red truck parked on the
corner for a few weeks. The next day it was back, this time on the opposite side
of the street. The day after at the other end of the block, then on various streets
in the neighbourhood. She decided to ignore it.
***
Sometimes it had been easy to go along with his illusions, the pretences, and the
bullshit. She could get into those worlds too, pretend they were real. Believe he
would really start selling his paintings, start making contacts with local art fairs.
Take up that offer to teach a couple of classes at the community college, inspire
some young artists. She could convince herself that dealing pot was a
temporary gig until he got on his feet. A fifteen-year temporary gig. And that
his dark times of despair were normal ‘down’ days like everybody had.
“You’re too old to be a dealer,” she said one time.
Keith smiled as if she was kidding but she had been serious. Sort of.
“I like giving people a little joy,” he said.
And really, what was wrong with that, she’d thought. Moreover, making some
money at the same time. But things that seem quirky and edgy when you’re in
your twenties or thirties look odd, weird, disturbing later on.
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***
He showed up on her patio two weeks after the cops had come to tag his truck.
Danny was out of town on a business trip, his third one in the three months they
had been living together. The first time he went away, she had experienced, a
bit to her surprise, a tinge of relief at having the house to herself. Like when
visiting relatives finally leave. The sliding glass door was open, a thin net-like
material hung as a makeshift screen. “That’s going to let all sorts of bugs in,”
Danny had said. “We need to get a proper screen.” It annoyed her a little
when Danny said things like that. The makeshift netting worked just fine. Keith
had rigged it up from old fish netting he found at a garage sale and silver
hooks.
Lydia sat on the sofa facing the patio and lit up a joint. Danny always turned
the news on at five pm but she liked the silence, the sound of birds outside, the
white noise of the nearby freeway, an occasional honk or siren. She did not
notice Keith approach; he just appeared on the other side of the netting.
“Jesus! What the hell are you doing?”
“Nothing, just enjoying the citrus smell.” It was April and ripe oranges hung from
the two trees in her backyard.
“You scared the shit out of me,” she said.
“Sorry. Is that the stuff I gave you?” He nodded toward the joint in her hand.
Actually it was. She did not smoke pot too much anymore. Danny did not even
know she had it.
“Do you want to come in?”
He pulled back the netting and stepped through.
***
The third card she had turned over was Death. The grim reaper wore a suit of
armour and rode a white horse. He held a black and white flag. Behind him,
two pillars guarded a gateway to the sun.
Lydia flinched when she saw it.
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“The Death card doesn’t necessarily mean physical death,” the psychic said.
“Well, that’s good.”
“It can be symbolic of many things.”
The psychic went on about the River Styx and Scorpio and thirteen moons. A
jumble of thoughts and images tumbled before Lydia – the last couples’ session
she and Keith had attended, the cloud of depression around him the darkest
yet, oblivious when the therapist had turned to her and said, “Detach.”
***
Keith sat down on the sofa beside her. She passed him the joint, but he waved it
away. She noticed how pale he looked.
“Are you okay?”
He nodded. “And you?”
“Sure,” she said. “I’m fine.” She decided not to mention the truck.
“Remember the first time we got high together?” he said. “On the trail up in
Strawberry?”
It had been a weekday when they pretty much had the forest to themselves.
After they had hiked deep into the woods they decided to go nude. They
stripped except for shoes and socks and put their clothes in his backpack. She
remembered Columbines growing on the ground where they stopped. He had
picked two, put one in his wallet and twisted the other around a clip in her hair.
“You still wear the ring,” he said.
“Yeah.”
He reached for her hand. She did not move hers away though she thought she
probably should. His hand felt cold. Odd. It was close to 90 degrees outside.
She remembered how his skin was always warm – and smooth like a child’s.
The touch held reminiscences, regrets.
“I can’t stay,” he said.
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She nodded. Her eyes began to water. She recalled the psychic saying he
would not go easily. Had she ever really wanted him to go at all? She closed
her eyes and let her head fall toward his arm. But he was gone.
***
Blood had splattered the dashboard and driver’s window inside the Toyota
truck. That is all she saw. The blood-spatter. All she let herself look at before
her breath fell right through her. It had been the day after the divorce became
final. He would come over to pick up the last of his stuff. She was at work. He
still had a key. The truck was parked in the driveway when she came home.
The note had come in the mail two days after she found him. Handwritten on a
folded sheet of lined paper. Within the fold he had placed a dried, mostly
crumbling, Columbine. The note read, Take away my pain, darling pretty. Carry
me awhile.

ROXANNE DOTY
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The Gathering
They are watching me die,
my friends and children
huddled bedside,
none making eye contact with the other,
everyone’s arms outstretched,
palms open
though all I have to give them is my husky breath
and the gift of knowing
that I’ve already given everything I have
away.
Even my wife’s here,
a famished wolf with sharp claws.
If I could move,
I’d push her face off mine.
Any moment now the lights are turning off for good,
applause starting up,
a party about to be had.
I don’t think I’ve ever looked forward
to dying this much.

LEN KUNTZ
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These Days
Ages when the future and the
present converse,
The worthy worth of the
future.
And their mind orchestrated by
doom,
I sucked the breast.
Ages when vulgarity sends
sensible messages of hope,
When the clerics preach with
falsehood garment.
With tactics creating egoistic
pursuit,
I sucked the breast.
Ages when time dreams of
unseen hope,
But never stopped beeping for a
second.
And nature wore a skimpy
skirt,
I sucked the breast.
Ages when the sky sweats
without working,
With the emaciated bones
behind bars.
And the strongest leg limps off

the political pitch,
I sucked the breast.
Ages when the nipples become
sour,
With the wound getting sore.
And sincere minds become
sober,
I sucked the breast.
Ages when social vices
become vices in public offices,
With the private breeding
future vices.
And human becomes wet
under scorching sun,
I sucked the breast.
Ages when my inner mind
contrives,
Pushing out my inner thoughts.
And the breast looks
weakened,
I sucked again.

ADEGOKE ADEOLA
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Prowl of Cold
We ended
with the first snow of October
the furtive prowl
of cold.
White tinged-blue
burdens
the few remaining leaves.
Our phone call
retreats from the darkness
an ebbing bond
maintained
by towers
unlovely and strange.
In scant hours
you’ll jet back
to a place I’ve never been
leaving words
of still-living
sinew and bone
an afterimage of eye.
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The Conscience of Dawn
Out of the relaxing verisimilitude
the light surrounding the moon
dies like a grieving violin
and the last tulips of October
moisten in shadows unfamiliar.
You cryingly offer forgiveness
beneath the calmest lush overgrowth
inviting mystic pink sunrise
and my perpetual ache
into the deepest lobes of sky.
Try to say nothing
as my hands clasp the sides of your mind
but use your mouth prismatically on mine
before god or some other inevitability
distracts us with the conscience of dawn.
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An Inverse of Sky
Eyes closed
I walk through
small plantings
a magnolia shrub
pulls at my shoulder
like a fragrant woman
the early ground
still cool and damp
to my bare touch.
What some
would call weeds—
radiant bursts
an inverse of sky
touting the permanency
of animation
informing occasional
travellers
on a faint trail
through the nearest yard;
a sanctum
whispering in white.

RICHARD KING PERKINS II
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Resisting the Intelligence
Resting on the edge of the moon
where it grazes the staggered tree
line
I lean into the flavours and drift.
Your room in Paris also overlooks
odours and tastes of varied moods,
but the dead fish haunting the Seine
sours many famous properties
worth millions of Euros. You love
this clash of decay and fashion,
in which the city skyline cringes
the way my New England tree line
does, folding into itself
at the first wrinkle of dawn.
So much has yawned itself foolish—
the years we wasted face to face,
the books the library discarded,
the loot from the last Brink’s
robbery.
Remember the man in the pub
in Forest Hills, who blathered
about that famous crime a week
before it happened? He was the
stiff
the cops found locked in a car
behind our Beacon Street
apartment.

The moon is barely round enough
to hold my weight. The tree line
hurts
by abrading my delicate eyes.
I’d rather be looking at the seam
where your body meets your spirit,
a sea-coloured horizon misty
with summer heat. But the autumn
has its way. The ghost of that man
still loiters in the alley, cadging
pennies from anyone who passes.
Paris also features certain ghosts
from the Occupation era
when the blackout prevailed. Soon
it will return, sealing us both
in that gray unlimited vacuum
where we may consort as we
please—
the fish-smell dispersing
as we rest our elbows on the moon
in a comforting lack of air.
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Your Autumn Dance
This flu shot stings more deeply
than last year’s did. The needle
scratches the interior landscape
in which you display your graces
with diaphanous gestures broad
enough to include forest and lakes
and whole cities glowing at dusk.
The pain alerts me to erosion
that exposes bedrock studded
with quartz and tourmaline crystals
and slabbed with mica sandwiches.
With roots undermined, spruce and
pine
topple into gullies. Great cities
find sewage and water pipes
broken
in a soup of sullen infections.
You dance across this disaster,
fluttering like the one Luna moth
I saw this summer. The nurse
withdraws
the needle, pops it into a box
of disposable sharps. She’s
pregnant
with her first child, leaning forward
into the long slope of motherhood.

Your child, grown and with a
daughter,
occupies a landscape much like
yours
and mine, but still uneroded, fresh
with clear mountain brooks tinkling
down to villages where sheep and
ducks
crowd narrow lanes and horsedrawn
wagons deliver bottled milk.
You read this landscape into her
at an early age. Mine suffered
post-agrarian blues from the start,
so when you began to inhabit
the misty lowlands the general
mood
of the unseen populace brightened.
The prick of the needle reminds me
how fragile this landscape has
become,
requiring earnest conservation
and the replanting of large tracts
with paths reserved for your
passage
and wood chips to cushion your
step.

WILLIAM DORESKI
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A New Spring
When a pool is bloomed
in a desert
and a blossom on a rock,
an unknown thirst crawls
in my body
informing
a new spring is nearby.
When the sky
gets down to land
and the dozing fate
from its bed,
an optimism traverses
in my mind
announcing
a new spring is nearby.
When the prayer is cared
by someone divine
and the ashamed gap
by someone I love and care,
a purity evolves
to sterilize my soul
whispering
a new spring is really nearby.

PIJUSH KANTI DEB
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At Last I, You
Take them now
these hard coiling voices of mine
set them free
slip them into angelic waves
down each fathom that once held
them in line together.
I cannot stand myself any longer
recalling each act of violence
I’ve submitted to
and in response inflicting pain on others –
how serpents still rise in me
to broker repentance.
I remain here on this beach
shaped like an elasticized S hook.
I’m a knotted pitted length of rope
eroding in the shallows
after a storm
that has thrashed my bones.
Please know I won’t forget you.
I want you to witness me in prayer,
to see I’ll always find you
here at infinity’s edge
and you’ll coax me
forward into the undertow
our past
renewed by unsteady hands.

JOHN MICHAEL FLYNN
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Colour Green
The television was always loud, yet I dared not ask him to lower the volume. I
wanted him to enjoy his last few months, as he desired. The room was chilly, the
reason I gave my jacket a permanent place behind the hospital door.
He looked at me with a blank stare almost as if his body was present, but his
soul had already departed. Curiosity led me to ask, "Honey, what are you
thinking of?"
He replied calmly, "I was thinking of the colour green."
He continued, "Grass is green.”
"Yes, it is," I said.
"The New York Jets are green," he added proudly.
No wonder; he was the biggest Jet fan I knew. He followed them insistently no
matter their performance, and he requested me to bury him in his Jets jersey
instead of a suit. "I'm not a suit kind of guy. Don't make me one now," he
announced.
"You are right; the Jets are green." I agreed.
"You know what else? My coffin will be green." He said boldly.
I was mortified. My body turned cold, frozen and I did not possess the strength
or courage to reply. That my dying husband was envisioning his coffin's colour
immediately threw me into a path I was not emotionally equipped to take.
You would think that eighteen months of his cancer roller coaster would have
brought me to a place where surprises had no effect on me. Yet now, no matter
the constant awareness of his death, this intimate detail was too much for me to
bear as it reaffirmed reality; soon this coffin would be his home. I felt crushed
and paralysed. I sat in the chair with the same blank stare he had just given me,
finding it hard to sustain my breath, holding back the tears for him not to see.
As I became unglued, I was amazed at his unusual calm. His voice held no fear
and his words were grounded in peace and endurance. He was dying and I
19

needed his sanity. His manner was an inspiration to the chaos in my spirit,
warming me with delicate harmonies of stillness, which brought me back to the
present.
I took deep breaths, closed my eyes, and rested in his peaceful presence. I
embraced his calm in my heart while our clenched hands diffused warm, healing
energies. My dying husband was my healer; my role model, his demeanour was
enlightening, and I promised myself to associate with my inner strength to get
through the tough times. I would not let him down. I let my tears drop
unobserved, got up, kissed his forehead and told him how much I loved him.
He replied, "I love you too."
I returned to my chair overlooking the volume of the television or the
temperature of the room. Somehow, it did not matter anymore. There was
nowhere I would rather be but next to him at that magnificent moment.

MARIBELLA GENOVA
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New World
For centuries
We've received its calls
On our door
Its preachers' knock
We often hear about
A new world
Is this new world real?
Or is it some sort of illusion?
Call the past to memory
Recall the story
Pause for digestion
And wait in anticipation

OJO OMEIZA
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Salvation for Sale
The masses grope for promise of salvation.
So I nominate myself to their service
Never shall I waste years
Job-hunting
While others crawl from dark holes
To bask in limelight
And live mendicants
On the alms of the lost sheep.
For God no longer employ his servants,
The vacancy is open
For thou that have a business plan
And bargaining chips.
So I shall pay touts
To fish me men,
Prelude my service with a celeb's hook
So as to beguile their flock.
And have the populace hail
And accord me honorary titles
And even politicians and celebrities,
Grovelling at my feet.
Some shall have at their throats, my silhouettes
My stickers defacing their vehicles
And many others professing
My handshake stirs their souls
The world shall be blind to my fallibility
But confess
The inane words I rattle
Heal up their ills.
Brethren, here comes your salvation-broker
Make not your hearts, but purses ready.

AYINBIRE ALEBNA BLESSMOND
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Emptiness
Omalicha,
In your absence,
I’m a withering obeche splintered from its root
By rapacious termites.
Come peer at the nucleus of my bough
And see pangs dancing
To the piping of your craving.
I know I deserve not
The waters of your forgiveness
For I have poured the former
Into my porous vacuole of narcissism.
But please give me this chance
To alchemize this wilt,
For only your affection can cure this disease
That continues to plague the nucleus of my chloroplast .

Omalicha – a beautiful woman

AJISE VINCENT
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Pacific
On Sundays
we sleep far apart,
the Pacific Ocean between us,
Hawaii out there somewhere,
a dingy bobbing wildly,
a skiff caught in the elbow of a wave
cracking under the pressure.
On the east side of the bed,
you make a list of our broken things
while over here I’m sipping tequila
right from the bottle,
watching the surf crash and thrash,
sea boulders eroding away
bit by bit.
The photo on the nightstand shows us
twenty years younger,
lighter,
tan and smiling,
behind us the same sea that now
keeps us floating
farther and farther
from the shore.
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The Photographer’s Daughter
Even this much weight feels like a
vest bomb that might denote by itself.
No one notices it but me,
the rolls and folds of flesh
that everyone says aren’t there.
I am the photographer’s daughter
and I’ve seen his twigs donning bikinis,
coat rack models posing for a frisky camera,
those flirting bags of bones.
Everyone is thinner than me,
lighter than I’ll ever be.
Maybe that’s why Mom left us,
her too husky to bear down on demand.
At the restaurant Dad tells me
to stop fiddling
and eat my damn dinner.
I don’t respond,
don’t tell him that’s what
I’m trying to do,
waste away and
make him proud.

LEN KUNTZ
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Alhaji Keulere’s Goats
There have been too many robberies in our town and Papa’s panic has become
as a spirit. When a bullet probed the midnight sky, it spun rapid spirals, as did
his legs. And like troubled smoke, his legs awoke every breath under our roof.
They knocked the empty purple vase over, fumbled at the helm of our bed, and
became feeble. Became bare.
Tonight, another bullet has stung the sky and there is a sudden silence in our
street. “Up! Children, up!” The voice when it came, tense and low, was Father’s.
“Up! Wear something. We must leave for Grandmother’s now!”
Grandmother’s was a safe haven on the outskirts; but mother, it seemed, would
not leave. “Tonight?” she said. “We would end up seen or even shot!”
***
It was Alhaji Keulere’s gate. It had jangled loudly again. Three blows, then four.
Then five, the sixth so brute and brash. Father sprang to another curtain and
peered from a slit. “If we do not run now, we are next.” A seventh blow. “Iwo
woman yi! They would enter this compound and shoot us, all of us!” Father
continued to shout: Mother was too bold. Mother would not bulge. Was Mother
not hearing the noise? Why would she not bulge? Was Mother ready to die?
She was not.
Yet puzzled she was, in the way she had looked at me; a brief struggle in her
eyes, in the way she had opened the gates and not returned to close them. Dark
mist gleamed in the headlights as we passed a waving night-guard. When we
arrived at grandmother’s flowered compound, everyone’s eyes sleep-stewed;
the puzzle was still there, now, in her silence…
***
Morning is here. I hear our night-guards had a drunken midnight festival. And
Alhaji Keulere’s goats too.
Iwo woman yi – You this woman
OYIN OLUDIPE
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The Traveller’s Song
We sang on our way to the stream
Our burdens in those solemn songs
Sweet words to cure our aching tongues
The cross we bore to reach our dream
SHAKIRU AKINYEMI
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Ageing
Shall we not rejoice?
That we survive the tornado of yesterday
And witnessed the wind of today
By and large we remain gallant.
Shall we not celebrate?
That we attain new ages
Day by day we keep growing
Older in thought and might.
Shall we not ruminate?
That our terrestrial days are numbered
And our deeds are recorded
The Medieval, the better.

SALAUDEEN, HABEEB ADEBAYO
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Names Are Not Names
Names are not names:
They are mere expressions and undiluted feelings
Telling tales about life and death, things seen and unseen
The way we have been touched, things we don’t understand
The way we have been untouched, things we try to understand
Names are not names.
Names are not names:
They are mere expressions and diluted feelings
They are bridges between things said and unsaid
Fabricated instinct, violated hopes
Masqueraded true-self and mind influences
They are mere expressions.
Let the thought free, free the thought
We have been kissed so many times
In so many ways in various moments
But we found solace in names
Names are not names
They are expressions.
Of his own existence, man lacks definition
Man lacks solace from various ululating tribulations
Shackled in his own shadows
Expression becomes a home of hope; a solace
Name to things indefinable; he devices
He expresses his thoughts in names
He cannot find the truth; a complete truth
His true self lives in the name
Names are not names
They have become hopes in disguise
A succour of homestead
They are mere expressions.

CHINUA EZENWA-OHAETO
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Coin
“Yes sir. I know sir. I’ll solve it before Friday sir. Yes sir. Thank you, sir. Bye.”
Mark Clayton sighed as he ended his boss’ call. This case was taking him more
time than usual. It never took him more than eleven days to solve any case and
reveal the culprits. Even the case on the murder of the President’s son -in-law
took him only nine days. But this case…six weeks on and he had no clue of who
the culprit was.
The culprit. Weird fellow. Went after only short unattractive females. Clayton
even found himself envyingly admiring the fellow’s signature move. He would
sneak up behind them, fully masked. When they turn to face him, they cower
and then he knocks them out with the tree-trunk-sized-left-arm of his, incise them
from forehead to navel, and then simply engrave his signature, which Clayton
suspects are his initials, ‘J. A.’ on each side of the incised head. Then he leaves
their remains at the sidewalk of Awolowo road, Ikoyi.
Clayton had already begun to give up on the case. His health was failing as
well. “Work-related stress,” Doctor said. He would sleep early, but wake up
fagged out the next morning. This morning however, his Boss had called him to
tell him of the new findings. The previous night, “Mr. J.A.” had written out his
name in full on his victim’s forehead, forename on one side and surname on the
other. ‘Joe Aito’, he wrote the names boldly on his work board. A glimmer of
hope. Finally!
Next day, he picked his best eleven men in his unit. If this man is as hefty as
eyewitnesses say, three men would not be able to pin him to the ground. They
(he being the leader) were to keep awake all night, patrolling the sidewalks of
Awolowo road, Ikoyi, in anticipation of Joe Aito. Patrol time: 8pm-7am.
8pm, they convened at the Falomo roundabout. Patrol commenced. Each man
came fully prepared; baton, loaded guns, cuffs.
Time was 2:30am. Mark Clayton felt a throb in his head. He sat down to rest. A
migraine was on its way. His vision became blurred. His iris darkened, until they
became one with the night. Then he sprung up, not as Mark Clayton, but as Joe
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Aito. Mark Clayton had been suppressed, Joe Aito took over the body they
both shared…as had been the state of affairs for the past 49 nights.

ANTONIO EMEKA
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Perhaps There Were No Answers
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Professor Emeritus
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Ascent Ahead of the Weather
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When Getting Back Down Seems Less Important

W. JACK SAVAGE
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The Fine
I barely remembered hitting the snooze button. The clock read 8:30 a.m., I was
already late for work and I still had an hour drive ahead of me. I paced
outside the elevator, stabbing the ‘down’ button repeatedly, hoping the doors
would open sooner. Running through the lobby, I grabbed a slice of toast and a
banana from the buffet and raced towards Barrios Altos.
I had memorised the route to Barrios Altos – the curves, the PEMEX gas stations,
the orchards, and the vineyard in the desert, the distant mountains and the
pitted spots of the road – during my first two weeks on the job in Mexico. A
beaten up pick-up truck struggled to make the speed limit and there was no
room to pass. I gripped the steering wheel tightly. I tried to pass once but an
oncoming car forced me back behind the truck. Finally, the road ahead cleared
so I passed illegally in the opposing lane and sped away. A flashing red lights
appeared in the rear view mirror. La policía.
The A/C was busted in the old Suburban I drove; the heat grew near
unbearable within seconds of pulling over. The police officer leaned against my
door and peered at me over his aviator sunglasses. “Can I see your licence?”
I handed over my Ontario driver’s licence.
“Where is this from?” “Canada.” I said.
He shook his head. “This isn’t valid here.”
“Oh, wait a minute, here’s my International license.” I handed over the grey
cardboard document I got at a CAA office in Canada, something that looked
more as cash grab than an official document that would be accepted in other
countries.
“Where are you going?” He handed both licences back to me.
“Barrios Altos”
“What’s there?”
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“I’m working there.”
“Doing what?”
“Geophysical work, I’m a geologist”
“Do you have a work permit to be here?"
Uh-oh. I did not have one so I lied. "Um, sir, it's in my passport at the hotel."
What would happen to me if they discovered I was working here illegally?
"Hmmm, do you have a permit for this equipment?”
“No. Do I need one?”
“Of course. I will have to confiscate it. You can pick it up from the police station
after paying the fine.”
“What? Where’s that?”
He stared at me. Sweat glistened off his brow. “It’s far. I’m sure you won’t want
to go there.”
“How do I get my stuff back?”
His impatience bore through his sunglasses. “You won’t have to pick it up if you
pay the fine now.”
“Oh. That is easier. How much is it?”
“A hundred pesos.”
I handed over the hundred pesos, which was almost fifty bucks Canadian. The
officer went to his car. As I waited for him to return with a receipt for my
monthly expenses, he started his car and drove off. It took a minute before I
realised I had just bribed a police officer.

DAVID BURGA
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Dipped in Movements
Camera ready his lens
Throws out clicks like words
Catching movements
Like vowels
Skittering sounds
Into footsteps
Sun-blanched
Embossed across shadows
Counter picking years in the past
From Checker to the Drifters
Softened with saturation
In fruitful sobriety
Constructing memories each minute
Of dance steps almost forgotten
Watching people raise
Their hands in the air
Shooting against the light.
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Brighton in September
Forgetting you are full
Of a cold for five minutes
Your scarf spins around in circles
Back from the front
All the way past Daves on the lines
For the second time
Walking into the hazy mist
Two graphic novels in hand
Lost in memories of last night’s
All nighter on the beach
Dancing to the obscurity
Of the moonlight in damaged beats
Thrust up words
Lost in song
Grabbing the end of summer
By the hand.

ANDY N
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Dialogue with the Suicide Bomber
Loud and confused crying,
Sound of human beings in agony,
Is coming to my ears with no fetter,
With no dizziness I hear Paris crying,
Sires of Hugo, Napoleon and de Gaulle,
Are shouting and cursing amid blasts of terror,
Reminisced in my mind is Charlie Hebdo’s siege,
What ails the Frenchmen, dear children of Europe?
Lovers of peace and reason in liberty, equality and
Fraternity, what ails Toulouse and Paris?
Is it you dude, in your madness of Islamic state?
Yes; for oppression kills the oppressor,
And the oppressed in an equal measure,
We are bombing Paris as we bombed Charlie Hebdo,
Like a widow of the old times crying for her sons,
The Arab Nation cries for loss of Palestine and Gaza,
You are bad then, my eyes and ears are dazed,
You kill the innocent in your mania of suicide bombing,
You destroy your young lives for fun like fools,
You bomb forlorn Africa in your ceaseless vim,
Nairobi, Gariissa and chapel in Mombasa, Kenya,
You shot a suckling Baby Osinya in the head,
After shooting to death her peasant mother,
The slug of your cannon stuck in Osinya’s brain,
Utmost brute of your religion and terrorist piety,
Don’t you see you are exporting a novel testimony;
That religions and pieties are a betrayal to humanity,
For you brutally kill the innocent and the harmless,
But like a snake’s tail you shrink before true enemies,
Permit me to sing that terrorism is global cowardice,
No, you are not permitted,
Terrorism must be seen without,
Selective blindness and silence,
Israel also commits terror in Gaza,
It hits son of Arabia as if they are a beast,
In the hungry hunter’s trap, they hit them brutally,
They now hit Syria with bombs and drones,
The terror of their offenses lacks a match in history,
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Listen my friend, reason of your terror acts,
Makes me to borrow a social microscope,
They are tiny to be seen with a genuine eye,
And they are not reason on a final scan,
But chaff of religion blended with blood -thirst,
A special state of the mind and the heart in your clime,
Its justifiable state linkers among its savage worthies,
To rave for universal Islam is power of reason abused,
Still; massacre, siege and annihilation of un-armed ones,
Never will it make the earth a footstool of Islam, But
Only anti-path and hatred as violence begets violence,
Survivors of the Twin Towers hail beyond your message,
Truly, they rather die than condone their souls into Islam,
We don’t care, our happiness is that we now
Have Islamic nuclear and atomic gadgets,
In the days gone they were reserve of the West,
Then the romantic gifts to the troublesome Israel,
Islam will now prosper to corners of the earth,
Given our oil, our Quran and now our Syrian Nuclear
Fiendish you are it’s my testimony,
Shelves of history must make you learn facts,
Syria; the Old Persia is the land of the Jews,
Here is where Jesus sang the Sermon on the Mount,
The nine beatitudes that shaped universal thoughts,
Mohammed and Gandhi both bask in its pearls,
Thus, Syria must be pacified back to Persia,
Into its old station of cradling the peace,
From menacing eyesore of current nuclear hulks,
Don’t tire me with your empty reason,
Your scroll of logic and reason is now worn out,
I call the museum keeper to collect you away
As a palimpsest no longer harbouring any content,
Negev in Israel is a city of nuclear hulks
None sings of it but Mordecai Vanunu,
Islam and Christianity were sired by Aristotle,
I call on humble scholars to aver me the saddo,
Condemned for my faith as a terrorist,
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You are not humble, but a clown of faith,
You the Boko-Haram, Al-Shabab or Hezb-Allah
You kidnapped innocent girls in Nigeria and raped them,
For nine months to make them pregnant of Moslem foetus,
You bombed England for no reason as you did in Bamako,
You bombed Uganda football field to kill the innocuous,
In the Waste Gate terror siege at Nairobi, you harmed me most,
You killed the saint of poetry; Kofi Awoonor, the son of Ghana,
He sang the innocent song of this world my brother,
You suicide bomber I will never forgive you,
The religious state you dream to make will never be,
Killing harmless people is not state-building,
My turn is now to put you on the open road….
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Between Going and Coming To Uganda
At Malaba Border,
You are easily pulled back and forth,
Emotions surge to divide you at the middle,
Between going and coming
To Uganda, the land of kingdoms,
You look back to Kenya,
You say to it good bye till we meet,
You walk a kilometre like a hustler,
Then hospitality jumps your way;
Nothing but the Ateso culture of carousing
Sends you bananas from Kenyan frugality
To African prodigality as you take the siphon,
Long enough to drain money from Kenya,
You sink it into a common beer pot of Busa,
Homemade beer brewed from Millet flour,
You sip and swallow like a fresh ex-prisoner,
With the Kenyan fear that people will finish,
But no man on earth can drink dry,
The beer pots of Ateso, a seventh wonder!
You only go tipsy and then drunk,
As you belch on your way to Kampala,
Selfishly chewing the roasted drumstick,
Sold at Mabila forest just near Kampala,
Swallowing with appetite fuelled by beer,
Entering Kampala with an excited stomach.

ALEXANDER OPICHO
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Daybreak in Benin
It's all in the day
when the night is away
Residents hold their hearts in their hands
when walking the lands
Motorists drive dreadfully
with anything-can-happen mentality
Benin City is on rampage
And where is her courage?
Each day dirges are conducted
On behalf of the departed
December 2004
Spells fear as never before
Corpses litter the streets
At the mercy of armed bandits
They seize Benin by the throat
As she wears tension like a coat
Helter-skelter they run
Including policemen with gun
The City is bespattered with chaos
And who knows what tomorrow has for us?
The day is a curse
To the night we have recourse
The night is given the safety of the day
The perils of the night now belong to the day
Brutality is at its peak
And terrorism makes the city sick
Christmas is celebrated in tears
Bloodbath as never seen in past years
There is shouting, wailing, and howling,
Yelling, mourning, in place of carolling
An outpour of grief
Enwraps the city like a leaf
Let December be gone!
Let sanity be on!
For when thuggery is lean
Celebration will be seen.

OWOBU O. AMOS
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They Continued Without Him
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Leaving Kingman
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Corporate Beggar
Jos rain had been incessant. It poured down without caution and wet the earth
without prior notice. Jos soil is loamy – never taking in water, always swampy.
This had led to the near-death of my shoes. My cover shoes. They were my
ticket to official look. You wear suit and sandals equals ‘Error’. You wear shirt,
jean and then shoes equals ‘Correct.’
Everyone knows slip-ons (often called cover shoes) can give you that official
look. That look that makes a Nigerian Corps member appears different from a
student. That is the kind of look I cherished. A look that would make me
respected wherever I find myself. An appearance that would make people
address me with dignity and put a gait of seriousness on me. That was the look I
relished. When I was on campus, I remember how I used to write off lecturer s
whose appearances were too casual or below average. I would sneer and
gossip about such in whispering tones. That was the hobby of many campus girls
evaluating and criticising people's fashion sense.
"Oh! Chai! Didn't madam lecturer view herself in the mirror before coming to
school today? Orange shoes on red gown. Haba! See how she looks. Later, she
will be bragging about how her husband took her shopping after a stressful
week at work. This is all they can shop for?". An outburst of laughter often
followed such gossips. In unfortunate situations where the lecturer in question is
sighted, the girls will cutesy and smile sheepishly. "Good morning Dr. Bola. You
look good ma. We have your class today o..."
"I know. Thank you. See you in class." The ignorant lecturer will say in a
reserved smile. I wonder what her reaction would be if she had known that the
idle girls were speaking ill of her.
The gossip is usually harsher when the lecturer in question is a male.
"Hian! He has come again with his two left legs. I am yet to finish the stupid
assignment he even gave us sef. He knows how to give assignments but never
knows when to shave his beard. Chior! And the plumb woman he puts at home
will never tell him. Tswwww. See the kind of sandal he is wearing! With all the
salary he is collecting, he cannot buy common designers sandals. Abeg! Make
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im waka." A long deafening hiss often followed such gossips. Some lecturers
knew that they were the talk of the campus but they never gave it a thought.
They just never cared. Who cares? I however did care.
These were the kind of criticism I was avoiding. And though I knew my dress
sense will never be appreciated by everyone, I wanted to ensure that if at all I
would be criticised, it wouldn't be so bad and such epithets as ‘blind dresser’
and ‘amoeba’ would not be used to qualify me.
I was a lucky Corps member. I had been posted to the University of Jos where I
taught 200 level and 400 level students "The History of the English Language"
and "Psycholinguistics" respectively. I was a ‘lecturer’ and so my dressing was of
concern to me.
The sole of my black shoes had been drenched with water and bitten by mother
earth. The last time I wore the shoes, my left foot kissed the bare ground. It was
embarrassing. I was not poor, yet my shoe was tattered. Do not look at me that
way. Tell me you have never had that shoe which was bad yet beautiful! Rather
than throw the shoes in the garbage, I decided to repair it. It was beautiful and
a good fit on any dress. Besides, it was only 5 months old. Only God knows the
kind of factories we have in Nigeria! Goods produced here are rarely durable.
After 1-5 months of use, your money is gone. Fiam! Just like that!
I took the shoes to a cobbler that very day. The cobbler had a shed adjacent
my office.
"Ina wuni Baba" I greeted. I had just begun to learn the language of the
Northerners.
"Lafia," he replied.
I met a young man sitting at Baba's stall. He was waiting for Baba to attend to
him. Baba on the other hand was busy mending a shoe.
"Well done". I greeted the gentle stranger.
"Thank you. Good afternoon. How are your exams?" He retorted.
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"Fine." I said. I did not have the time to explain to the stranger that I was not a
student. At this point, I concentrated on the cobbler.
"Baba, please, do you have a new sole? I want you to help me change this sole.
E done chop. Rain don spoil the shoe". I struggled to explain to him the condition
of my shoes in code switched terms.
"Ok, no problem." The Baba said.
As if I was being waited for, the stranger immediately called for my attention in
whispered words.
"Auntie, please, my belt cut. I wan repair am. Please, help me pay for the
repair. I no get change. I just wan go withdraw." He said pointing to the banks
at the roadside. He had just tried to explain that he had come to the cobbler
without any money and that he wanted me to save him from any
embarrassment by paying for the repair of his leather belt. Hmmm! I was
startled.
"What if I didn't come here to repair my shoes? Would he not pay for the
repair? Or was he going to repair his belt on credit?" I thought aloud in roughly
two seconds. I had not even paid for my repair and here was a stranger asking
me to pay for his.
"Ok, no problem. I'll pay." I declared.
He smiled and thanked me.
I accepted to pay only because I knew it would not cost me so much. Let us say
it will cost me an extra N20. That was a chicken feed. Money for Epa!
After about 2 minutes of waiting for Baba, (he was busy rounding off some
repairs). Mr stranger picked up some tools at the stall and started repairing his
belt himself. Why? Probably because he had little time to spare.
"Interesting." I said to myself. He was able to sew successfully the two torn parts
of the leather together. All this while, I was staring at the leather belt. It was
original. The type that is sold for a thousand five hundred naira (N1, 500). I
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tried to imagine how it tore...The belt has probably seen better days and
needed to rest.
He stood up to assess and wear the belt.
"Where money?" Baba requested for the repair fee. Though he repaired it
himself, the stranger used Baba's tools. The stranger smiled and wisely evaded
paying Baba. The fee I should have paid. All well and good, his craft was to
my favour. I did not have to pay for his repair again. I thought.
He wore his belt and made to leave.
"Sister, give me the 20 naira na".
"Which 20 naira, Baba isn't collecting any money again na". I retorted.
Why was he asking for 20 naira again after the repair had been made?
"Ok. Please give me 5 naira, let me buy pure water. The sun is hot."
Choi! This stranger was hell-bent on getting money from me. I thought he
wanted to withdraw. Why can he not suspend his thirst until he withdraws? Lucky
him, the banks are only few miles away. Nah. His begging was not normal. I
concluded that he was a corporate beggar. He was well dressed yet begging.
Corporate beggar! His types are many. They are all over the city – Abuja,
Enugu, Lagos, Ibadan, even Jos! I had fallen a victim of one in Lagos. He looked
so pitiful that I did not know when I gave him a whole 500-naira note. My eyes
opened only when he left the scene. That was Lagos. This is Jos. I had vowed
never to fall a victim of such again. Never again.
I threw pity away and looked straight in his face.
"Sorry, I don't have."
"Ok...thanks". He grudgingly said and left.
I turned to Baba for my repairs.

ADEDOKUN OLUWAKEMI
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The Minister on the Rock
I
what do we do
to the shadows that crawled on our nights
pressed us into the space of depression
and left us tears and ghouls of agonies... ?
so many nights here without lights...
where is the cure...the freshness of fragrance
to the stench from the copulation of darkness on darkness
the darkness that wrote the prose of our blindness
and made men mime the drama for the audience of madness... ?
II
these men have a hand in our crucifixion
they never dream a wash for their hands off the guilt...
here is a forest of wonders, foxes and ballot boxes
where abrahams struggle with isaacs for the future
where the old bush rats suckle the breasts of their young
let us hail the old search for the change they stole
for the light they bring for the darkness they started...
is change that prey hard to catch if there was light here?
here in the coffins of their hearts...
III
but if the lamps of the hunter of change find you
trapped in his snare...unscathed...
that your palms have not oiled greedily in the oil for many
that your pockets danced not their rumps to the minty music of pilferers
that you had no shoes and have got some from contentment
that you had no hats and have got some from fidelity
that you had no rice and had farmed some grains responsibly...
here is this seat, where dreams were murdered
do well to revive, that we may sleep tonight...

GOODNESS LANRE AYOOLA
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Finding Shangri-La in Alleydom
1.

In the small escape of evening light,
Technicolour life swings on for perpetuity;
None paying inspection to us
And forgotten, bland beggars as soon as passed;
Moving, running, in cracked meters
Down and up the opposing streets and road cross-locked at the middle by an
imposing idol—
It is an intersection,
The imposing idol
The object circuit that binds the streets and road,
Dyed with a dozen contentious ideas,
Each burning like an African Moon:
Scepticism, Christian teeth inside a face, a washing ape squeezing soap suds
into the negro grooves of his shoulders; the label of the broken soap pack says
“squeezing embryonic history”Some soul drew an ant race competition, crowded information on a restaurant
of wrinkled paint— uncertainty has become the light of the lamb, and wrote
politics and God are losers; he loves his thoughts…the peace…
I think I do…
2.
I have grown weary of interpreting God’s chess moves,
after the blinding checkmate,
And I struggle to hold the tweaking light, and the maps of heaven between the
tents of my temples,
Against the rats alley I try to dream in;
A high Capital of leaning houses and noise crossing each other,
hiding life and death crossing each other and dreams and hate
and love and fermenting theories with moustaches like limping flags from
hostilities crossing each other
A Bombay of inflation’s sour milk, every day’s corpses on the sandy pavements
crossing each other,
Barking dogs (that I have damned) and practical cats, rigid girl and boy souls
with stiff gestures and merchandises vying for attention
Men whose railway lines have pilgrimage to the south
Where vultures take report to gods,
A Eureka State of free thinkers,
A jumbled vomit of enormous black world
Beating the doors of my sewn skull.
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3.
I try to hold the maps between the webs of rich dreams;
Against the cold that has curled down and up under the dome of burned sky
and exhausts; no moon
And swallowed the garbage cans and all their guts,
Filled with broken cloth threads, and greasy watermelons and mottled plasma
of once happy lice and chickens and what lies at the base-content;
And ruined strewn offering baskets designed for my Bananas
And wet fragmented boards for chess or draught
And other dead cults of propaganda like myself
Living only between dyed wall and inhalation and shadow—
Crowded shadows at the centre of the single shadow.
And from somewhere, the droning moan of a broken-down piano thumping out
an unchanging rhythm; he feels low, searching for peace outside scales
4.
I try to remember and hold the maps of good times
Against a squeaking afro God,
Squeaking afro men,
Squeaking afro ideas.
I think we are in mice alley, where we misplaced our sweet faces and bones
For solemn (thought) napkins.
I try to remember the curves of Negro moon,
Once strong enough to arouse you from a biscuit dream
Backslidden in this part of the world, without peace.
My nerves are corrupt tonight, with discord
As I reach the crowded door of Shangri-La,
As usual,
As I escape into a crowded, bizarre sleep.

OSIRO MIZPAH UNUEVHO
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Englishman's Free Verse
I am a critic, this is a critique of the travails of a wordsmith
Who journeys far, into the distant reaches of time,
into the depths of his soul with the burden
of infusing drugged consciousness.
Thrown off balance in this circus of Modus Literati,
these inked lines are not mine but the words
of a rebel muse:
Driven into consternation at the sanctimonous injustice
of a stranger's bookishness,
That which desecrates the wholesomeness of
our "African-ess”
I speak,
of the Englishman's ideals of literacy which for centuries past has strived,
to wipe away our notion of a pre-existent abundance of knowledge
This semblance of ownership that leaves my people with nothing
Only empty space, a void called nothingness
Where in the face of logic,
Preserved credibility, is labelled as backwardness
Our stolen structures, they call conventions
They preach total change and adaptation as a panacea
to heal the shredded fragments of an incomplete past
And thus:
Our walk into the past is refracted, shrouded in some mysterious shell
Fragile, but instilled fear holds us back from stepping into the unknown
Struggling to find ourselves in a world we do not belong
Our identity sinks deeper into the murky depths of confusion
In our schools,
the Englishman's free verse has only served as a new means
of garroting the very life out of our beings
Cutting off our hold on the elements of this sanity which is
our "African-ess”
Our eyes, are blinded, we are tongue-tied even as our
"anansesɛm”, "anwensɛm”, our life's
blood is berated, connoted as savagery
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So if the muse departs, who will rise up to speak,
Speak of our knowingness?
Who will wield the truth of our intellect?
Our black consciousness is tired of a free verse presented in a white scope
Liberate,
and let fly the soul of our race,
The African free verse that has lain in decadence
and decorum since the last sounding of the
DRUMS.

anansesɛm —folk stories (Ananse stories)
anwensɛm —poetry

DANIEL YEBOAH
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If
If the Sun should smile harshly
Upon the inhabitants of the earth
And you take a step to stare
Boldly at its face.
Guess what?
You’ll find out that you’re smiling back.
If the cloud should lose its patience
With its emotion out of control
Then becomes very heavy and moody
It outpours like a punctured tube.
If you try to comfort it
Check out! You’re weeping all over
Soak in its tears.
If the moon fails to pay the night a visit
And the stars are not seen to wink at us when we lay to rest.
Then men will rather shut the door of their eyes
And land in their dream lands.
Than gaze upon an unseen space enveloped in darkness.

OKEME JAMES
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Canvas
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Infinity Gaze

ADEBAYO FELIX
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Suicide Seat
“Everything’s white! We’re dead!” Sophia shrieked with glee and I realized then
that she wanted to kill somebody. She had already made some sub-par suicide
attempts, but this time our bodies would accessorise her death, making it an epic
tragedy. She would be the star and we would be the supporting actors. After
all, it was her car. But we were not dead. We had crashed into a snow bank.
We got out of the car feeling as disoriented as if we had landed on the moon
and we were not even drunk, yet. There were five of us and we were on our
way to a frat party. Sophia wanted to get me laid or killed. I was the only
virgin in the group and I had to be sacrificed one way or another. She had even
warned me, “You’re getting laid, tonight, no questions asked” as if she would do
it herself if she had to.
Sophia did not like me; she had to tolerate me because I was friends with
Ingrid, her girl crush. I was afflicted with paralysing shyness, the kid whose
senior quote reads Still waters run deep because no one knows what to say about
her. I am nothing would be a more definitive statement since at least, it is
unequivocal. Sophia resented my presence, there. She resented my very
existence. I had managed to slip into their clique under her radar because
Ingrid thought I had ‘potential’.
“Fuck!” Sophia yelled, laughing. “Help me for shit’s sake!” She had a psychotic’s
overwrought smile, but her elfin face gave it charm.
All we could think to do was dig away as much snow as we could with our
hands, then get back in the car while Sophia hit the gas pedal with all her
might. She grunted and strained as if she was in labour; tears ran down her
face and her porcelain skin turned acid red. When the car finally moved,
everyone screamed with relief and she turned the radio on full blast.
The frat house was a dumpy split-level. Inside, it was nearly pitch black like a
haunted ride in a theme park, but absolutely mobbed. I nearly tripped over
bodies on the floor, people who’d either passed out or were necking. I could not
really see and I was being dragged along in an eddy of other kids while Ingrid
held my hand. Some guy was hitting on her and she teased him.
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“You’re really all right. Better than all right. You’re choice,” she told him.
He was one of those short meaty guys who compensates for his height by
overbuilding his body. Ingrid was a tall, sexy blonde and this guy had attached
himself to her like a blind man who’d found a friendly arm.
“You are killing me, babe!” He told her. “What do you say we go upstairs?”
“I just want to get my friend here settled first,” she said over the clamour.
“Leave her alone. She’s a good-looking chick; she’ll get picked up in a minute.”
“You going to be OK?” Ingrid asked me. We had reached a table stocked with
booze and she handed me a bottle of Bartles & Jaymes to get me started.
“Sure,” I told her and drank the wine cooler to bolster myself.
She and the guy left. I usually drank until my lips felt numb, then stopped. This
was my first time at a frat party, but it did not seem that different from the
ones in high school. A song I loved, It’s My Life, was playing on the stereo. I
closed my eyes, feeling unreasonably happy as if for that instant, I was
adorned in my ideal self like a wedding dress. The song soared, really
elevating the cheesy buzz of Bartles and Jaymes.
I felt someone staring at me. A super attractive guy stood in front of me,
grinning.
“You look way out there.” He said.
He was maybe a foot taller than I was, rangy and fair-haired with slanted,
knowing blue eyes.
I inanely giggled.
“What’s your name?” he asked.
“Rapunzel,” I told him, then burst out laughing.
“Rapunzel? That is different. Except I always pictured her as a blonde.”
“My name’s not Rapunzel,” I admitted and made a face. “It’s Julie.”
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“Julie’s a nice name.”
I had never liked it and my mother confessed calling me that had been a
mistake. She had named me after Julie Christie who was the great romantic
beauty of her day, but had become more or less a has-been.
“What’s your name?” I asked him. “Romeo?”
I was pathologically timid, but the Bartles and Jaymes was working on me like a
magic potion in a fairy tale.
He smiled. “Glenn.”
“You look like a Glenn,” I told him. “I can’t explain why, but you do.”
“How old are you?” he asked and drunk as I was, I did remember to lie and tell
him I was eighteen.
When he asked where I went to school, I told him Seton Hall the way we’d all
planned beforehand.
“What’s your major?” he asked.
“Art.”
He lifted his eyebrows as if impressed, then swooped down and kissed me.
We went at it as if fused together, and he was a lot gentler and defter than
other guys I’d been with, maybe because he was older.
“Let’s go upstairs,” he whispered. That was where the beds were and why they
kept bringing girls up there. I was still determined to save myself for someone I
was in love with, someone I imagined I would meet in college and marry, not a
guy I picked up at a beer blast.
“I don’t want to,” I told him.
“I’m not going to do anything to you, you don’t want me to,” he promised. He
almost made what he had in mind sound like a physical exam.
“Why can’t we just stay here?” I felt like I was pleading, but he was already
carrying me upstairs when another guy came rushing down.
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“They’re high school kids, fucking teeny boppers!” this other guy yelled, glaring
at me. “Who the hell let them in?”
“What?” Glenn let go of me as if he’d just learned I was rabid.
“One of them puked and shit all over my mattress!”
I knew it was Sophia. She had done that before. Most likely, she was allergic to
alcohol because she always had severe reactions. Even after she had purged
herself in the way he described, she would just drink some more. She was
shameless which I realise now is a sociopathic trait. She couldn’t feel remorse so
she never regretted anything.
“She shit on your mattress?” Glenn looked horrified. “That is the most fucking
disgusting thing I ever heard.”
“Get out of here, you little skanks before I kill you with my bare hands!” This
other guy was dangerously irate and my friends and I went squealing into the
night like scurrying mice whose lair had been uncovered.
Sophia was already behind the wheel of her Nova, now sober, since evacuating
all the booze from her system and she slapped me across the face.
“You didn’t get laid, did you? We came here to get you laid, but it didn’t
happen and we nearly all got murdered!”
“What the hell is the matter with you, Sophia?” Audrey yelled at her from the
back seat. Audrey had been named after Audrey Hepburn, but she was plusher
and softer. “Leave her alone!”
“What is she even doing here?” Sophia demanded. “How did she get in my car?
She doesn’t belong here!”
I could not fathom why Sophia hated me so much. It was so visceral I could only
surmise we had been enemies in another life. It was as if her clique was her
home and I was a room that had been added without her approval. That is why
she wanted me demolished.
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She started the car with a vengeance and drove at maybe eighty miles an hour
though the other girls, Ingrid, Audrey and Grace begged her to slow down. The
radio was blaring How Soon is Now which sounded like a dirge on Judgment
Day and she was going so fast we seemed to plunge off the boundaries of the
earth as if the world was flat, after all. The whole car lifted off the ground and
sailed through space, with glass breaking all around us, then we crashed and I
blacked out.
When I opened my eyes, I felt too weak to even move, but I heard the other
girls moaning like animals in a slaughterhouse. The smell of blood was close and
rife. Medics put me on a stretcher, then in an ambulance next to Audrey and
Ingrid. Audrey was unconscious, but Ingrid was sobbing tremulously as if having
a seizure. She had broken her arm and I had suffered a fractured skull. I felt no
pain, just profoundly fatigued and thought that if I closed my eyes, I might sink
into death.
Audrey did die later in the hospital because of internal bleeding.
Sophia and Grace were unscathed. Grace was shaken up, but as people
marvelled afterwards, Sophia ‘walked away without a scratch.’ She literally
got out of the totalled car and walked away like an alien from another planet.
I spent a month in the hospital, and then came home to recover. I stayed in bed
all day, overcome with mute depression and cried incessantly when I was not
asleep. The trauma was so great it had pushed me back into infancy.
My mother kept saying, “It’s a miracle you’re alive. You were sitting in the
suicide seat.” The passenger seat was called ‘the suicide seat’ in her day,
because it was the most dangerous seat in the car, the one from which the rider
was most likely to be thrown through the windshield in a collision.
That made me realise why Sophia insisted I sit next to her though she hated the
sight of me.
When I returned to school, the teachers and other kids were gently solicitous.
When they asked me questions and I said I did not want to talk about it, they
understood. Those who had attended Audrey’s funeral told me it was the
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saddest day imaginable and I felt lucky not to have been there. It was worth a
fractured skull to miss it. There was an unspoken subtext as if the accident was
really a crime. Since I had sustained near-fatal injuries, I was a victim, but
Grace and even Ingrid were considered accomplices.
Sophia was not in school, anymore. There was talk that she had had a nervous
breakdown and was in an institution run by nuns. I did not care enough to ask
Ingrid if it was true, I rarely talked to her, anymore. She and Grace were
anathema to me and I loathed Sophia. It is sadly the norm at that age to see
others as commodities, but her ice-cold ruthlessness rankled me. She had wanted
to kill me with no more feeling than tossing shoes she did not like. Instead, she
had killed Audrey.
When you are old, a disaster like that will finish you, but when you are young,
the worst day of your life gets buried fast, only the frailest stirrings and echoes
linger. There were decades I forgot Sophia ever existed until I saw her on
television, being interviewed on a local morning show by a winsome anchor
named Wendy. Sophia was poised, honed, and blonde now, a refined version
of herself, but her glittery, devouring smile was exactly the same. Credulous
people might think that smile reflected a joyful appetite for life, when it was
really cannibalistic.
“Now, when did you realize you were psychic?” Wendy asked her.
At first, I thought I heard her say ‘psychotic’ except her tone was too pleasant.
“It crystallized when I was in college,” Sophia said. She still had that formidably
clacky voice as if daring you to challenge anything she said, but her diction was
a lot more polished; she’d lost her Jersey accent. “Even as a child, I knew I was
different. These feelings would come up that were so powerfu l they literally
made me sick. I suffered from asthma a lot because all this residual emotion
was taking my breath and it was just too much to process. Of course, I did not
know I was an empath and that if someone was sad or upset, I could sense that
and even know the cause. Then when I was in college, it reached a whole other
level where I was even channelling the thoughts and feelings of people who’d
passed away.”
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Wendy looked appropriately fascinated.
“Like right now,” Sophia said, “I see an older woman right above your head
who’s telling me she’s your grandmother. Your father’s mother. You were
extremely close.”
Wendy shrugged. “I never knew my father’s mother. She died before I was
born.”
“Exactly. That’s why this bond is so strong. Close relatives who pass away
before we are born become our guides in life like guardian angels. You were
named for her, weren’t you?”
Wendy looked surprised. “My middle name. Jeannette.”
“She’s rocking a baby in her arms,” Sophia said. “Are you expecting or did you
just have a child?”
“We – we’re trying,” Wendy confessed on the air.
“Well, it’s going to happen,” Sophia said, brusquely upbeat. “That’s what your
grandmother wants me to tell you. She was a very strong-willed woman. I mean
this lady is no shrinking violet. She was yelling ‘Tell her! Tell her!’ in my ear-“
Wendy became a little overwhelmed, fanning herself with her right hand while
announcing a commercial break.
When she returned, she asked Sophia if she felt ‘morally okay’ with charging
people money for access to her ‘gift’ and Sophia got visibly miffed.
“Look. I invest enormous time and energy in my work,” she said, impatiently.
“It’s absolutely draining, emotionally, physically, and mentally. Doctors charge
for their efforts the same as artists or plumbers or anyone else and I feel
absolutely no different than they do.”
The hostess meekly nodded. “Sophia, I’ve been totally blown away, here. I
mean, I’m a wreck,” she laughed helplessly, “For those interested, Sophia Hagen
charges two hundred dollars an hour for a private reading, but you can get
tickets to one of her public events for seventy-five dollars. You can find out all
the details on her website-”
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I googled her name. Her site featured an airbrushed portrait that made her
look like a movie star.
Sophia Hagen - Famous best-selling author, medium, psychic, and spiritual mentor.
Sophia invites you to join her Inner Circle:
‘Making contact with loved ones who’ve passed is only the beginning to a new
spiritual lifestyle that is hidden from most people. Let me lead you to a realm
where angels and guides will teach you why you’re here, what exactly your
purpose is, and present you with a design for living that will aid you in surpassing
your greatest expectations. Let me help you claim your joy. Dream your wildest
dreams and the Divine Source will take care of the rest.’
She lived in California now, but was appearing in Atlantic City in a week, at an
event that was described as a ‘public reading’ involving ‘messages from the
other side.’
There were reams of articles about her online, many unflattering, denouncing
her as a fraud, a con, and even a lunatic. Still, she had an array of celebrity
clients and she had even been the subject of a drama series on Lifetime.
Out of pure ennui, I booked a ticket online. I was living alone and prone to a lot
of brooding, then. My daughter, Amanda, was spending the summer with my
ex-husband in Florida and I’d just broken up with a man. I taught history at a
local high school, but the new term did not start for another month.
I rarely if ever thought about the accident, but since seeing Sophia, I could not
think about anything else. I even managed to retrieve a picture of Audrey
online and it was a shock to see how young she had been. I was astonished that
I had never considered her family’s grief, but youth’s great luxury is unabashed
self-absorption. And at that time, my parents had adamantly insisted I was not
to dwell on what happened at all, to put it behind me and get on with the
wonderful future that lay ahead like acres and acres of fecund land.
Sophia’s appearance was at the Sheraton Atlantic City hotel, a two-hour drive
from my house. The event started at seven that night and it was packed when I
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got there though the amphitheatre was smaller than I had imagined. I had
envisioned a stadium judging from the price of the tickets and the glitzy hotel,
but this was more like a school auditorium. The audience were mostly women.
Some men were present, but seemed like escorts, strictly there for moral
support.
There was a buzzing tension that dissipated when Sophia made her
appearance onstage. She had the commercial look of a chic matron on a soap
opera with varnished hair, makeup and nails and she was bathed in a soft pink
light. Everyone applauded and some even stood up like fans or groupies.
Maybe they were paid-up members of the ‘inner circle’ advertised on her
website.
“For those of you who’ve never seen me before, I’m going to tell you right now,
spirits will only speak to you if they know you’re ready to hear them. Many
people think they want to contact loved ones who have passed when they do
not want that at all. Do you understand? I’m just telling you this so you won’t be
disappointed.” She spoke in a disarming rush of words, completely selfpossessed. “I can tell you the spirits are as anxious as you are. They have been
yelling out names at me all afternoon – either theirs or yours. I’m hearing Joan,
Robert, Danielle, Jimmy, Nicolas, Charles, Ben, Jesse, Michelle, Katherine.”
There were oohs of recognition from the audience and the girl sitting next to me
looked as alert as a pointer on the scent of a bird.
“I also want you to know that if I seem flustered or distracted at times, it’s
because handling the spirits is like trying to cope with a roomful of toddlers who
all want my attention. Some of them do not even talk, they just gesture. Like
right now, I’m seeing a man do this…“ she threw her head back and put an
imaginary bottle to her lips as if drinking. “Excuse the indelicate way I’m going
to put this, but do any of you have a loved one who passed who was
alcoholic?”
Some people in the audience laughed, but others got to the ir feet or raised
their hands. One obese woman in a flannel shirt and jeans waved desperately.
Sophia singled her out like a teacher calling on an anxious student.
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“Was this man your husband? “ Sophia asked.
“My brother-“
“Right. A young man, but older than you are.”
“Yes. “
“I’m seeing the initial J- “
I was startled, thinking Sophia might be referring to me and even felt myself
flush.
“Was his name, Joe, Jim, Jack, Jeff -“
The woman shook her head, helplessly.
“I keep seeing J,” Sophia insisted. “Now, think hard – a man with the initial J.”
That seemed to cancel me out.
“This is very important,” Sophia said, again.
The woman’s large, doughy face scrunched in concentration, and a girl next to
her, maybe her daughter, whispered in her ear.
“I had a cousin named John,” she said, “but he died fifteen years ago.
“Yes!” Sophia said triumphantly. “He and your brother are extremely c lose,
now. He is your brother’s guide on the other side. Your brother had a heart
attack, right? I am feeling a sensation right here-“
She put her hand to her chest.
“He was diabetic.”
“Well, that affected his heart,” Sophia said and the woman nodded.
“These diseases are all linked together,” Sophia was glib as if any inaccuracies
were minor, petty details. “Your brother wants you to know that he’s sorry for
any pain he ever caused. Especially to your parents. He wants you to know he
loves you very, very much-“
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The woman was blubbering.
“There are other things he has to tell you, but I’d prefer to let you know in
private, after the show.” It seemed that Sophia was inviting her to join the ‘inner
circle’. She flashed her manically radiant smile.
“Now, has anyone lost a loved one to cancer? I feel it in my stomach,” she
lightly touched her abdomen, “Colon cancer or pancreatic cancer?”
Again, more hands were raised. It went on like this all night. Considering what
she charged, she struck me as a pretty shoddy psychic, but she dazzled the
crowd. She had glamour coupled with a confidence that stemmed from disdain
for these people. She could read their faces like Rorschach tests then convince
them she knew the truth of their lives better than they did. If one of them
disputed what she said, she curtly told her subject to ‘own it’ or ‘explore it’ or ‘I
only repeat what I’m being told.”
“Has anyone here lost a child?” she asked at one point and the climate of the
room became heavy.
Some raised their hands like diffident volunteers who did not want to be called
on. She selected a small woman in the front row who had her back to me.
“Your child doesn’t seem to want to tell me what happened,” Sophia softly
admitted.
The woman’s voice was barely audible. “She was in a car accident.”
“Now, I know why she didn’t tell me. She was texting,” Sophia said. “She’s
showing me that with her fingers. She is afraid you would be angry if you
knew“
The woman was silent.
“She loved the ocean, didn’t she?” Sophia said. “That’s where I see her, now. At
the beach.”
I felt unbridled disgust. It was New Jersey; everyone loved the ocean. If you
were raised here, being near the shore was a primal urge.
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People were openly weeping. The room was fetidly humid with tears and I was
getting a headache. There was no air conditioning, probably on purpose, and it
was so stifling, it began to feel as close as it did in the car that night.
I stood up to go and Sophia eyed me, from the stage. She was still talking to
her subject, but she shot me a glare for walking out on her. I do not think she
knew who I was. She probably did not remember Audrey either or any of her
other victims, living or dead.
Outside, the ocean air was cool and porous. Before going to my car, I took my
sandals off and walked on the beach. It occurred to me how the people you
regret ever meeting are the ones who cost the most to know. I waded in the
water and the waves felt like gel.

ROBIN VIGFUSSON
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EDITORIAL NOTES
For what seems to be a never unending journey, through cranes to the core of
poetry minds so surged on to tell the African story in its poetic enclave, these
selected African poems of the Second Issue of Lunaris Review though cumbersome
in its selection due to the magnitude of the submission, have not only cemented a
new fate into the fibre of the African poetry landscape. They have however,
demonstrated on a lit candle that African literature and its poetics would not only
stand the test of time but would thrive on till a time when there would be no more
African-poetic-semen to take on flesh and bones.
From Ajise Vincent’s “Emptiness” which gave birth to an African forgiving loveheart, to the “Salvation for Sale” of Ayinbere Aleba echoing the vultures
preaching of good and practising of vice. An affirmation has been restored, a new
belief has sprung through furrows of the long existence of African poetry before
the coming of the Europeans as told vividly by Daniel Yeboah’s “Modus Literati”.
What else can be more igniting than reading Shakiru’s “A traveller’s song”, it is
more of a loss but a hope in the end that the stream(Africa) would not only seem
to dry, but would enlarge into a river. I am of no doubt of the measured dreams
that most of these poets have in Africa, the need to tell the stories as they are and
have been. Osiro’s call on an Afro-God, does not only tell of an African believe of
the existence of God before pre-colonial combs, but a life in a light that African
poetry orientates in a sacred oracle.
Whatever has been the case, this second issue of Lunaris Review’s African poems,
has thought me more lessons than anything especially when Alexander Khamala
Opicho’s “Dialogue with a Suicide Bomber”
“You the Boko-Haram, Al-Shabab or Hezb-Allah
You kidnapped innocent girls in Nigeria and raped them,
For nine months to make them pregnant of Moslem fetus,
In the Waste Gate terror siege at Nairobi, you harmed me most,
You killed the saint of poetry; Kofi Awoonor, the son of Ghana,
He sang the innocent song of this world my brother...”
This is an issue you cannot ignore reading...African poetry shall thrive.

NANA ARHIN TSIWAH
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“Dipped in Movements” by Andy N.
The imagery in the poem is accurate, particularly fitting because the narrator talks
about the adventures of a camera as it captures moments and memories. The poem
is laced with subtle similes and metaphors.
“Brighton in September” by Andy N.
feels like a romantic poetry from afar but doesn’t quite evoke the feeling of
reading one. However, it still succinctly describes the eccentric ways of nature
through the eyes…and skin of man.
“At Last I, You” by John Michael Flynn.
The beauty of this poem lies in its wavering nature. It twists and turns in a maze of
imagery and metaphors…A tale of a love that ended in beautiful pain.
“The Gathering” by Len Kuntz.
A touching tale of a photographer who captures memories of people’s joy, but
made his daughter sad. The narrator describes her plight quite well. Traces of
sarcasm, irony and oxymoron could be traced in the diction.
“Pacific” by Len Kuntz.
This is a poem about a love that grew strong, only to ebb away like sands on a
sea shore. The poet uses the Pacific Ocean as a symbol to drive his point home
“A New Spring” by Pijushi Kanti Deb.
The poet describes the relationship between man and nature. He tells of the way
nature speaks to him and explains how the arrival of spring signals the arrival of a
new dawn for him. It is a poem about hope.
“Prowl of cold” by Richard King II.
Another poem about waning emotions, dying in the cold of winter. The poet
beautifully describes that cold feeling of losing someone’s affection.
“An Inverse of Sky” by Richard King II.
The poet looks at nature through the eyes of nature itself, instead of man. Laced
with appropriate similes, its the typical portrait of romantic poetry.
“The Conscience of Dawn” Richard King II.
Catchy imagery. Deep diction. Pulsating plot. The poet utilises the metaphysical
power of life to describe the nature of human feelings.
“Resisiting the Intelligence” by William Doreski.
The poet beautifully describes his love for someone’s body, soul and spirit. The
object of his poetic attention captures the deep thoughts of the poet and he
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borrows words from places unknown, painting a wonderful picture of a love that
transcends human intelligence.

ADEFOLAHAN ADEDAMOLA
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The seemingly nature of death is quite paradoxical; it absolves and disgorges
lives. In corroboration, ”Colour Green” succinctly expresses the ‘delicate harmony
of stillness’ that lies in the courage to embrace the inevitability and ultimacy of
death.
In “Alhaji Keulere’s Goats”, two things would interest the mind of a keen reader.
First, the subtle (possibly unintended) reversal of role evident in ‘Papa’s panic’, the
undauntedness expressed by the mother, Grandmother’s house being considered a
‘safe haven’, and the fact that the cause of panic are the town’s drunk nightguard. Second, the comical resolution, to what exists to be a societal ill, is in all
ramification satiric, undermining the supremacy and the existence of man within his
environment.
“Coin” is the most ‘disturbing’ story to comprehend in this issue. Just as the title
suggests, whatever the meaning and the understanding perceived from the story
would vary among readers and cannot be readily pinned to a single brick of
interpretation. Whatsoever the interpretations are, they are all held to a single
piece. In the mind of the readers, “Coin” would leave such metaphorical question
as; what actually differentiates or defines light from darkness?
“What Surrounds You” is a story that explores the themes of love, memory,
believe and loss. In what strikes one as a creative and unusual manner, through the
harmony and the various corresponding events that sequel the psychic’s reading,
the author not only captivates the reader’s mind but also ascertains the
verisimilitude and mystical nature of the story.
The photography of Adebayo Felix is as usual captivating, capturing the very core
of beauty. In what one would conceive as a ‘focused’ manner, “Infinity Gaze” and
“Canvas” transcend the scope of expressing ordinary beauty, the subjects of the
photography expresses that which lies beyond, the ethereal beauty.
The artworks of W. Jack savage portrays the themes of journey, progress,
isolation, desolation among others. The beauty of the works lie in the simplicity of
the colour scheme and what appears to be a rough texture, in light of which the
imageries embedded therein are well conceived. What better portrays reality than
those glints of imperfection?
In the photography of D. D Bard, nature lies still in harmony and the observer
(photographer/viewer) basks in its euphoria of calmness and beauty. This
collection of photographs expresses the excellence of nature, its glory in
tranquillity.

OKE TOLULOPE
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language. She is a psychological observer and a public commentator. She is
currently working on her debut novel.
Adegoke Adeola is a Nigerian writer, poet, spoken word poet, songwriter, and
word activist.
Ajise Vincent is a Nigerian Poet. His poem “Song of a Progeny” was shortlisted
at the Korea- Nigeria Poetry feast, 2015. His works have been published in
London Grip Magazine, Kalahari Review, Sakonfa Literary Magazine, African
Writer, I Am Not A Silent Poet, Afrikana ng, Poetry Pacific, Commonline Journal,
Novel Afrique, Lunaris Review, Black Boy Review, Tuck Magazine and various
anthologies. He is currently finishing a major in Economics at the University.
Alexander Opicho (Alexander Ernesto Khamala Namugugu Opicho) was born
in Bokoli Village, of Bungoma County, in the former Western province of Kenya.
He is currently a Phd student of Governance and leadership. He has passion for
literature and poetry in particular. His poems have been published in Ghana
and Uganda. He has published more than two hundred poems in the East
African Standard on Saturday in Nairobi. He has written more than a hundred
essays, published both in print and online at African writers.com. He has more
than four hundred poems on his name at poemhunter.com, allpoetry.com,
hellopoetry.com,

ghanapoetryfoundation.org,

poetrynation.com,

bigcatpoetry.com and poetryfoundation.com. He also contributed to the
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Uganda poetry anthology published under the name bodaboda anthem . He
has two wives, literature is the first one and poems are his children.
Andy N. is a 43 year old writer, performer and sometimes experimental
musician from the North West of England but seen most around Manchester,
Trafford, Tameside and Bolton. His several publication includes 'Return to
Kemptown' (2010), 'A Means to an End' (with Jeff Dawson) (2011), 'Europa'
with Nick Armbister (2014), 'Mystery Story’ (2014), 'The End of Summer'
(2015).
Antonio Emeka is a lawyer and an upcoming writer. Emeka is a native of Illah,
Delta state in the southern part of Nigeria.
Ayinbire Alebna Blessmond is a young Ghanaian who uses poetry as a handy
tool to transplant his emotions into other people. He is currently a student nurse
in the Nurses' and Midwives' Training College-Tamale.
Chinua Ezenwa-Ohaeto is an ardent lover of literature and studied English
language and Literature at Nnamdi Azikwe University. Some of his works have
been honoured by reputable bodies: Association of Nigerian Authors (Literary
award for Mazariyaa Teen Author Poetry Prize, 2009), National Association of
Students of English language and Literary Studies (certificate of honour as the
best student poet, 2012, Delsu chapter). He was shortlisted in Etisalat prize for
Literature, the Flash fiction category, 2013 for ‘The Dead Nurse who came for
her Baby’, runner up in Etisalat prize for literature, flash fiction category, 2014
‘I saved my Marriage’. In addition, his works have appeared in literary journals
and magazines like Awka Journal of English Language and Literature, Of
Minstrelsy and Mask Matatu Germany.
Coby Daniels Yeboah is a young, upcoming Ghanaian poet, novelist and
spoken word artiste, currently schooling at the University of Cape Coast where
he is also the president of the Creative Writers Club. He is a social volunteer
and aspires to positively impact the society with his writings.
D.D Bard is a poet, when she is not writing, DD Bard loves; Archery, Hiking,
Fencing, Martial Arts, Shooting, Knitting, Sewing, Cooking, Baking, an avid lover
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of the Performing Arts, being a Sci-Fi geek, volunteering in local charity events,
spending time with her children and photography.
David Burga is a Peruvian born Canadian geologist and writer. His work has
appeared in Big Truths, Lockjaw Magazine and [Word] A Journal of Canadian
Poetry. An excerpt of his novel, Sonora Desert Blues, was published in Issue 4 of
Burner Magazine. He can be found on Twitter @davideburga and blogs at
https://davidburga.wordpress.com and Fanbros.com.
Goodness Lanre Ayoola (b. 1989) hails from Osun State, Nigeria. He lives in
Abeokuta where he is a teacher of English Language. He has a B.A(ed) in
English from the University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Nigeria. His poems have been
published and reviewed on poetry sites and online magazines. He loves to work
with great minds.
John Michael Flynn lives in Virginia and have just returned home after one
year of teaching in the far east of Russia, specifically Khabarovsk, through an
English Language Fellowship from the US State Dept and Georgetown
University. His most recent book of poems, *Keepers Meet Questing Eyes*, was
published in 2014 by Leaf Garden Press (www.leafgardenpress.com). He has
earned writing awards from the New England Poetry Club, and the US Peace
Corps. You can find him on the web at www.basilrosa.com .
Len Kuntz is a writer from Washington State and an editor of an online
magazine, Literary Orphans. His work appears widely in print and online
journals. His story collection, "The Dark Sunshine," debuted from Connotation
Press in 2014. You can also find him at lenkuntz.BlogSpot.com.
Maribella Genova is a writer, single mother of two. She attended Florida State
University for both her B.S. and M.S. in Fashion Merchandising. With an
extensive and successful Management career, she is now tapping into a new
chapter in her life.
Okeme James Jerome is a native of Okpe Kingdom of Delta State. He was
born February 18 in Warri, Delta State, Nigeria. He is currently studying
Geology in Delta State University, Abraka. He developed interest and started
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writing Poetry in the year 2011. He also writes prose. He loves writing,
computing, exploring and travelling. He is a success in progress.
Ojo Omeiza is a published author from Nigeria with a novel entitled Cry of an
Orphan. Some of his works have been published on Tuck Magazine. He writes
prose, poetry and drama; and enjoys conversing with literary minded people.
Osiro Mizpah Unuevho is a lover of free perspectives. He is a poet and a
geology student at the Federal University of Technology, Minna.
Owobu O. Amos hails from Esan South-East Local Government Area of Edo
State. He obtained a National Diploma in Mass Communication from Auchi
Polytechnic; and a Bsc. in Political Science and Public Administration from the
University of Benin. He is currently a public servant. He is a wordsmith and
enjoys crooning rhymed poems with deep but flowery appeal. He served as a
feature article writer for the Nigerian Observer for a period of two years. He
enjoys political analysis and his inspired by them.
Oyin Oludipe is the Nonfiction Editor of EXPOUND: A Magazine of Arts and
Aesthetics. He has poems and essays on art journals like Black Boy Review, Tuck
Magazine, Kaanem LitMag, Ijagun Poetry Journal and several others. He is a
contributing poet to the anthology, 'The Sky is Our Earth: An Anthology of 50
Young Nigerian Poets.'
Oluwadele Hezekiah K resides in Nigeria and hails from Efon-Alaaye in Ekiti
State. He studied Hospitality and Tourism at the University of Agriculture
Abeokuta, Abeokuta.
Pijush Kanti Deb is a new Indian poet with around 261 published or accepted
poems and haiku in around 90 national and international magazines and
journals (print and online) including Down in the dirt, Tajmahal Review, Pennine
Ink, Hollow Publishing, Creativica Magazine, Muse India, Teeth Dream
Magazine, Hermes Poetry Journal, Grey Borders, Dagda Publishing, Blognostic,
Black Mirror Magazine, Dissident Voice Journal , Indiana Voice Journal Aji
Magazine Calliope Magazine, Leaves of Ink Magazine and many more. His
best achievement so far is the publication of his first poetry collection, ’’Beneath
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The Shadow Of A White Pigeon’’ published by Hollow Publishing, available on
AMAZON.
Richard King Perkins II is a state-sponsored advocate for residents in long term care facilities. He lives in Crystal Lake, IL with his wife, Vickie and
daughter, Sage. He is a three-time Pushcart nominee and a Best of the Net
nominee. Writing for six years, his works have appeared in more than a
thousand publications including The Louisiana Review, Bluestem, Emrys Journal,
Sierra Nevada Review, Roanoke Review, The Red Cedar Review and The
William and Mary Review. He has poems forthcoming in Hawai’i Review, Sugar
House Review, Plainsongs, Free State Review and Texas Review.
Robin Vigfusson has an M.A from NYU in Political Science, but his real love is
fiction, especially short stories. His work has appeared in The Blue Hour,
Referential Magazine and has been podcast on No Extra Words. A story of
his will be appearing in Caravel Literary Journal in December.
Roxanne

Doty

has published

short stories in

Forge

Winter 2014

(www.forge.journal.com) and Four Chambers Literary Magazine, Issue 1, Dec.
2013, a prose poem in I70 Review Summer/Fall 2014, another story in
Soundings Review Winter 2015 and Lascaux Review May, 2015. Two of her
short stories were finalists in the 2012 and 2014 New Letters’ Alexander
Patterson Capon Prize for Fiction.
Salaudeen, Habeeb Adebayo is a native of Shao Awonga, Kwara State,
Nigeria. A poet, playwright and a Critic with great zeal for scholarship. He
holds Diploma in Mass Communication, National Certificate in Education in
English and Theatre arts. A graduate of Theatre and Performing arts, from the
prestigious Ahmadu Bello University (ABU), Zaria. He is currently a
postgraduate student of Development Communication, department of Theatre
and Performing arts, ABU Zaria.
Shakiru Akinyemi is a Poet and Writer who lives in Accra, Ghana. Shakiru
shares lineage from both Ghana and Nigeria. He shares his Poems at
sharkmellon.blogspot.com and serves as Editor for www.spid-up.com. His Poems
highlight the ills of Society. Shakiru focuses his
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binocular on Love, Politics and Religion in a satirical manner that retains the
readers’ attention.
W. Jack Savage is a retired broadcaster and educator. He is the author of
seven

books

including

Imagination:

The

Art

of

W.

Jack

Savage

(wjacksavage.com). To date, more than fifty of Jack’s short stories and over
five-hundred of his paintings and drawings have been published worldwide.
Jack and his wife Kathy live in Monrovia, California.
William Doreski’s work has appeared in various print and e-journals and in
several collections, most recently The Suburbs of Atlantis (AA Press, 2013).
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CALL FOR SUBMISSION FOR ISSUE 3
Oliver Wendell Holmes - “What lies before us and what lies behind us are tiny
matters compared to what lies within us.”
Lunaris Review, a journal that concerns itself with the creative and diverse
modes of expression embedded in art and literature, is open for submissions for
its third issue. It seeks creative, original and previously unpublished works of
literary fictions (flash fictions and short stories), creative non-fictions, essays,
poetry, artworks and photography. This third issue is due out in April. There is
no

submission

fee

charged.

All

submissions

should

be

sent

to

africa@lunarisreview.com. For further guidelines, please visit our submission
page http://lunarisreview.com/journal-submit
What greater thing lies within us than the thoughts of awareness and existence,
and the need to express such trickling consciousness? Art is a crystal of expression,
pure and condensed.
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